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Lu'au provides evening of food and dance
IC hosts cultural night to celebrate Polynesian pride and culture

What's Inside
NEWS

EDITORIAL: PANAMA PAPERS
The massive leak reinforces
the importance of journalism
in the 21st century. '' \GL. .1

MATTHEW ZAPRUDER NAMED NYT
MAGAZINE'S POETRY EDITOR
The Saint Mary's professor will
choose and introduce poems. PAGE 3
OPINION
THE LU'AU WAS A FUN NIGHT OF FOOD, DANCE, AND PERFORMANCES put on by the lntercultural Center. (Courtesy of Bess Palma)

BY ADRIANA AVILA
STAFF WRITER

A night full of good food, laughter, traditional music, and spoken word pieces
were present at Saint Mary's College on
Wednesday evening at the 10th Annual
Lu'au. The cultural night was planned
with the help of the Intercultural Center, Associated Students, and Sodexo
and took place in the Soda Center last
Wednesday, March 30. He'Ohana Kakou
(We are Family) was the theme for this
year's Lu'au.
The night included an authentic
menu of Polynesian dishes such as Kalua
Roasted pig, chicken long rice, Lomi
salmon, sweet and sour pineapple with
bell peppers and tofu, and steamed white

rice. Desserts included Hawaiian cake
with pineapples and white chocolate
macadamia nut cookies.
The theme He'Ohana Kakou (We are
l'.amily), was echoed throughout the
night by the Saint Mary's students that
led performances. The performances
started with video descriptions before
each act. Koby Alphios and Jacob San
Nicolas used their voices in a spoken
word piece titled, "You don't know me
so why are you assuming?" They talked
about the assumptions that are often
made about people from Guam.
In addition, Paolo Castillo sang a
beautiful rendition of "Tiaho Mai Ra"
and Dinelo Tenorio sang an old time
Chamorro song called "Nobia Nene."
Various dances portrayed the different

traditional Polynesian aspects of their
cultures. Students performed Tahitian
dance, hula, and songs from Guam and
New Zealand.
From the sounds of the whistles and
applause, it was obvious that those who
attended the event were enjoying themselves.First-year Naomi Garrett enjoyed
attending the Lu'au and thought, "It was
a great way to end my Wednesday night.
It gave me a hands-on experience of the
Polynesian cultures."
A big mahalo goes out to the executive team of Gloria Palma, Miranda Heaney, Davina-Clay Runkaputi, and Joy
Balinbin who worked passionately for
this cultural night. Their hard work and
efforts to make a memorable night were
a success.

Torlakson and Ali chosen to speak at graduation
BY TORI METHOD
ONTRIBl'Tlt\JG WRITER

With 2016 commencement ceremonies around the corner, the campus is
buzzing with word of who the impressive comm·encement speakers will be.
Last year's speakers included Chris
Matthews, an award winning MSNBC
political journalist, and Monika Fahlbusch, the senior vice president and
chief people and administrative officer
at BMC Software, Inc., a $2 billion digital
software solutions company. Both delivered inspiring speeches about their journeys to success, and this year's speakers
are sure to be equally impressive.
Tom Torlakson, who will deliver the
commencement address to Saint Mary's
graduate and professional studies students, is the California State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Prior
to beginning his career in politics and
education, Torlakson served as a fireman
in the U.S. Merchant Marine for three
years during the Vietnam War, earning
the Vietnam Service Medal.
Following the war, Torlakson attended
the University of California, Berkeley,
where he earned his B.A. in History and
his M.A. in education. Torlakson then
worked as a high school science teacher
for six years.
Torlakson is no stranger to our very
own Contra Costa County, where he
served on the Board of Supervisors from
District 5 for 16 years before becoming
a candidate for the California Assembly.

He served two terms before being elected educational opportunities for the young
to the California State Senate for the 7th people of California. We look forward to
Senate District. During his second term his message to our graduating students."
in the state senate, 18 of the 20 of the
Mahershala Ali, who will be deliverbills Torlakson sent to Governor Arnold ing the commencement address for
Schwarzenegger were signed into law, undergraduate students, has made his
including legislation to streamline and way from our very own McKeon Pavilion
improve California's after-school pro- to the big screen. He has produced and
grams, and a bill which would provide· starred in numerous major television
$2.9 billion additional funding for the shows and films.
state's lowest performing schools.
Ali started at Saint Mary's in 1992
as a basketball player on an athletic
scholarship, and left with a whole new
"His commitment to
career path: art. "In a nutshell, I came
the common good
to SMC wanting the fullest experience
as a student-athlete, and left wanting
is reflected in his
to experience life as an artist and welloutstanding public
rounded person," Ali said.
Ali now plays the role of determined
service and efforts to
Washington loboyist Remy Danton on
improve educational
the Netflix award-winning series "House
opportunities for
of Cards" and can be seen alongside Jennifer Lawrence as Boggs in the critically
the young people
and commercially acclaimed Hunger
of California."
Games film "Mockingjay." Ali has also
worked with stars such as Bradley CooNow, two years into his second four- per, Eva Mendes, and Ryan Gosling for
year term as California's 27th State his lead role in "The Place Beyond the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Pines."
Torlakson pushes to stop budget cuts in
Currently, Ali is working on an AmeriCalifornia schools, to expand workplace can action-drama film , "Free State of
internship and career training programs, Jones," with Oscar winner Matthew
and improve school safety, keeping chil- McConaughey. In the words of President
dren safe from gangs, drugs and guns. James Donahue, "From athletics to the
President James Donahue commented arts, his arc of focus reflects the transforthat, "His commitment to the common mative education the College is known
good is reflected in his outstanding for. We are honored to have him address
public service and efforts to improve this year's graduating class."

AYESHA CURRY ACTS A ROLE
MODEL FOR WOMEN
Individuals admire the way she
shows how to be successful without
compromising her morals. PA.GE 4
CNN BIAS FOR CLINTON
Bernie Sanders is not being given equal
amount of air-time despite his recent
success in the primaries. PAGE 5

CULTURE

OUTSIDE LANDS FESTIVAL
RELEASES LINE-UP
Potential patrons deem the prices to
be unjustifiable for the artists that
are going to be performing. PA( E 6
SPORTS

JOHNNY YORK FITTING NICELY
INTO GAELS' ROTATION
Homegrown product Johnny York
adjusting nicely to rotation. PAC E ...,
GAELS REMAIN HOT,
PREPARE FOR BYU
Gaels remain hot on the diamond
in preparation for big home
series with BYU. PAGE 8
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On Sunday, April 3, the largest leak of information to date
was released by Siiddeutsche
Zeitung, a German newspaper.
Siiddeutsche Zeitung was given
access to 11 million incriminating
documents in early 2015.
The documents, known as
the Panama Papers, provides
evidence that Mossack Fonseca,
a Panamanian firm, has been
selling shell companies to some
of the richest men and women
on the planet. Shell companies
are used mostly to evade paying taxes, but can also be used
for more serious crimes such as
human and drug trafficking. The
Panama Papers have implicated

heads of state throughout the
world. The information that was
handed over by an anonymous
source could alter how people feel
about leaders of their countries.
Additionally, the Prime Minister
of Iceland has stepped down from
his position because of the public
uproar within the country. This
intelligence can greatly change
our outlook on how we view journalism as a whole, and it should.
Recently, journalism has not
been taken seriously. Yes, rightfully so. With the rise of click-bait
journalism, war on just about
everything Oooking at you, Fox),
and the unimaginative coverage of the political race, there is
little faith in the profession of
journalism. This singular event
can change that thought, and it

BY TERRILYN HO
1'.\SSiSTANT f'!EWS EDITOR

On Friday, April 1, Saint Mary's
launched its new official website
after spending over two years
working on the design and logistics of the site. According to
the new site, "Saint Mary's College of California partnered with
Oakland web design firm, White
Whale Web Services, to redesign
our website. The redesigned site
enhances our ability to tell our
story through students, faculty,
alumni, curriculum, programs,
news, and event listings, and
reflect our core values. The new
site will combine our intranet,
public site, and library sites, and
replace Contribute with Drupal
as our new content management
system."
Plans began in February 2014
when potential prototypes were
suggested to the Saint Mary's
community. Reception was monitored through the Bulletin. The
new site has many objectives pertaining to institutional marketing,
some of which include increasing
recognition of Saint Mary's as a
principal Catholic university in
the West, improving the academic
status of the College amongst
important individuals (alumni,
donors, parents, current students,
prospective students, faculty and
staff, employers, and the general
public), and creating a more organized way of comprehending
marketing strategies.

With over 7.8 million page views
per year, a new site was created to
cater to the way Saint Mary's has
progressed over the years and to
fulfill the expectations of a diverse
audience. In addition, the new
site is much more compatible on
mobile devices.
Furthermore, the former site
did not as accurately represent
the institutional and program
marketing goals that the school
was trying to actively get across,
The website also reflects the marketing priorities of the strategic
plan and branding initiative. "The
redesigned ...website is an integral component of the College's
institutional marketing plan. As
such, it should support the vision,
objectives, and positioning set out
in that plan." While the previous
layout was visually pleasing, staff
and faculty believed it was not as
functional. Lastly, the developers
hope that the new site will attract
more highly- qualified prospective undergraduate and graduate
students who choose to apply and
attend Saint Mary's.
New features of the site include
a consistent user interface on the
home and sub-level pages of the
site, while also providing an appropriate level of flexibility in layout that provides several options.
The graphical interface strives
to be more engaging and usable
while remaining compatible with
the established brand identity of
Saint Mary's. The site also tries
to maximize content area on the

NEW WEBSITE MOCK-UP exhibits sleeker design. (Courtesy of College Communications)

screen, which allows for a timely,
dynamic content. In addition,
information architecture was employed to increase the site's ease of
use, allowing users to find content
they are looking for. It also enables
easy media access to Saint Mary's
subject matter experts.
More recently, preparation
for the site began in March with
instructional information that
could be obtained via Salli training
sessions for various departments.
By the end of March, all updates
for the new and current site were
finalized. Throughout April and

May, there will be intermittent
Q&A sessions for assistance and
on hot topics for the new website.
Feedback of all kinds is welcome and this can be done via the
Salli feedback form - this will
allow the web team to track the
individual's feedback and respond
in a prompt manner, while also
having a record of it.

You can also contact College
Communication Web Editor Mike
Jung at mej3@stmarys-ca.edu
with any other questions or comments.

Crime Beat
10:12 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Unknown cause inAgeno A - no fire, smoke, or scorching;
referred to the Dean of Students
Office and Facilities Services

4/1/16

Violation
Synopsis: Intoxication and underage- drinking at Public Safety
Front Gate; referred to the Dean
of Students
3:39 p.m.
Incident: Informational Report
Synopsis: Suspicious circumstances off campus via cell phone;
referred to the Dean of Students

4/4/16

-TED TURNER

munity. We see those in power
go to great lengths to move their
money, at the detriment of others. The checks and balances that
the journalism community can
bring are vital for a global village.
Journalists have the capability,
along with lawmakers, to inform
the people and create important
legislation that will benefit the
majority of people.
I have hope that this 2.6 terabyte release of information will
lead to more stringent laws and
a more powerful electorate that
will want to be -informed. Journalists can keep people informed
in a unique way, but those that
read this information must act.
For those that write, we need a
powerful backing to make a difference.

New website launches, improves College's online image

4/2/16

"To act upon one's convictions while others wait,
To create apositiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn't available before~
To offer those who want it, a choice-"'

brings to light the importance
of hard-hitting journalism. The
importance of this event from
a journalistic standpoint is that
over 100 newspaper agencies
came together to sift through this
leaked data.
The data included 11.5 million
documents, mostly of e-mail
correspondence. Yet over 400
journalists in 80 different countrieS<worked to provide a public
service: the right to know what
the powerful elite are doing with
their money. This is the power of
the press in practice.
By banding together, journalists were able to create something that those in power could
not silence. This is a necessary
part of our society if we want to
move forward as a global com-

8:55 p.m.

Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Student loss consciousness in Becket Hall- no transport:
referred to the Dean of Students
Office and Health & Wellness
Center
11:47 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook

4/2/16

ferred to Dean of Students, CAPS,
and Health & Wellness Center
4/5/16
12:45 p.m.
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Parked motorcycle fell
into parked vehicle in Library
Parking Lot; closed - parties involved exchanged insurance information.
12:30 a.m.
Incident: Forcible Fondling
Synopsis: Committed via coercion .
in residence hall; referred to Dean
of Students

4/7/16
4/5/16

7:14 p.m.

Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Transported from Augustine Hall to Contra Costa
County Regional Hospital; re-

3:45 p.m_
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Left ankle injury in
Assumption Hall - no transport;
referred to the Dean of Students
Office
4/6/16

l:lO p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run (NonInjury)
Synopsis: White paint transfer to
passenger side back panel in Mission Road Parking Lot; suspended

4/7/16
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NEWS
Matthew Zapruder named Poetry Editor of NYT Magazine
BY SOFIA JEREMIAS

The Williams Carlos Williams
award, a Guggenheim Fellowship, creating a work deemed
the most Notable- Book of the
Year by the New York Times, and
receiving the May Sarton Award
are just a few of achievements
and awards associated with Matthew Zapruder, MFA in Creative
Writing and English professor.
Zapruder's work has been published in numerous publications
such as "The New Republic,"
"The New Yorker," and "The Los
Angeles Times."
Recently, New York Times
Magazine appointed Zapruder as
its 2016 Poetry Editor. The NYT
Magazine c_o ntacted Zapruder
and he was initially hesitant, "Believe me, I am not looking for any
additional work: I already have
a demanding and exciting full-

time job as a professor at Saint
Mary's." However, he was drawn
in by the prospect of "featuring
the poems that I believe represent the best of what American
poetry has to offer today."

"Poems are meant to be
a part of our lives. They
are made up of our
language, reconfigured
and rearranged to make
our minds move in
different directions than
they ordrnarily would."
"I like the idea that people
who don't usually re_a d poetry
might come across a poem, and
that it would cause them to think
differently, not only about what
poetry can do, but about other

things too."
Zapruder has selected and introduced five poems for the NYT
Magazine thus far. The poems are
short, generally between 5-20
lines, and the diction is simple
yet poignant. However, the similarities end there. Juan Felipe
Herrera's poem, "You Throw a
Stone," deals with war and destruction. In Zapruder's introduction to the work he explains,
"The unexpected and disorienting spaces in the poem force us
to pause, think and empathize,
in places where we usually don't,
but probably should."
The poem "Genealogy," by Camille Rankine, explores identity.
Zapruder comments that the
poem "seems to present itself
as a redefinition of genealogy in
general, as if to say that within
each of us, an idiosyncratic, poetic genealogy waits tc:> emerge."
As a poet, Zapruder thinks a

lot about the moment "when a
poem enters into someone's life."
Generally, people encounter
poetry in formal contexts, i.e.
the classroom, but he believes,
"Poems are meant to be a part of
our lives. They are made up of our
language, reconfigured and rearranged to make our minds move
in different directions than they
ordinarily would. At their best,
they make something close to a
waking dream."
Zapruder's position as Poetry Editor allows him to choose
meaningful works that might
draw people in and allow them
to experience poetry on a more
personal level. "I like the idea
that someone would turn the
page of the magazine and see a
poem, and that those words in
the poem would have a chance to
follow up on, refract, amplify, reconfigure the language of culture
and news," Zapruder said.

Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Night N Gael Movie Night:
Showing Jurassic World
Tuesday, April 12
8:30-10:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Jenn Fields
jkf3@stmarys-ca.edu
Creative Writing Ready Series
with Sarah Manguso
Wednesday, April 13
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Creative Writing Department
x8556
Lasallian Star Search
Wednesday, April 13
9:00-11:00 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Mission and Ministry
x4366
Jazz Band Concert
Thursday, April 14
7:30p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact John Maltester
maltester@comcast.net
CCIE Presents: Inform, Inspire, Engage - Inclusion Matters
Thursday, April 14
11:30-1:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Donna Ubeda
x8283
Lasallian Research in Action
Conference for Faculty, Staff,
and Students
Friday, April 15
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Sally Jamison
x4406a

HONORS PROGRAM AND JCL STUDENTS help out in Legacy Garden. (Courtesy of Audrey Freeman)

Correction
In the April 5 edition.of The Collegian, the News section published
an article on R-0xanne Gay. The
article was titled "Roxanne Gay's
Latest Novel: 'Bad Feminist. Urges
Readers to accept feminism and
still be themselves."
The Collegian incorrectly
credited this article to Madison

Lattner. Aedan Richter was the
author of this piece and should
have been identified as such.
The Collegian regrets these
errors and strives to achieve accuracy in all of its articles.

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE in Walk/Run for Hunger event (Daniel Conmy/COLLEGIAN)

Healing 101

Free 4-Week Lecture Series for Learners of All Ages

An introduction to healing, from a
Christian Science perspective
Live webcasts I webinars will be held
each Monday in April, at 7:30 PM.
Full details & registration:

healinglOl.sharethepractice.org

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
Ayesha Curry is a refreshing role model for all women
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
STAFF WRITER
ven if you do not watch basketball, you have probably
heard of Ayesha Curry. She is
married to Stephen "Steph"
Curry, point guard of the Golden State Warriors, 2015 NBA
Champion, and reigning NBA
MVP. Ayesha and Steph have
been married since July 30,
2011, but they have known each
other since they w ere about 14
years old, as they attended the
same church in Charlotte, North
Carolina.
While Ayesha may be married
to one of the greatest shooters in
NBA history, she is not just a basketball wife. She was an actress
and model, but now she is a mother, style icon, and avid chef. For
anyone who watched "Hannah
Montana," you may remember
Ayesha from Season 3, Episode
27 "Come Fail Away" where she
played Andrea. She also appeared
in Disney Channel's "Good Luck
Charlie," and she is also known
for the films " Underground
Street Flippers" (2009), "Dan's
Detour Life" (2008), and "Love
for Sale (2008)." Ayesha has her
own channel on YouTube called
"Little Lights of Mine," and she
will soon have her own cooking
show on the Food Network called
"At Home with Ayesha."
Her husband may be a role
model for many basketball fans,
but Ayesha is a role model for
many girls, young women, and
even older women . She also
exemplifies "wife goals," according to the numerous tweets
and memes I have seen on social

E

AYESHA CURRY has garnered fame for much more than just her status as the wife of NBA sensation Stephen Curry. (Courtesy of Pinterest)

media sites.
a couple of her videos. When I
Ayesha's rise to fame seems watched them, I immediately
to have occurred much like her thought, "Wow, she is so cool."
husband's: her name, face, and The way in which Ayesha carries
likeness popped up all over vari- herself with so much poise, class,
ous media outlets virtually over- and dignity is refreshing. In that
night . So how did this come moment, I wanted two things:
about? In December 2014, Aye- the first was to carry myself the
sha and Steph made a rap video way in which she does and the
of Drake's "0-100" which became second was to be as hilarious
extremely popular. During the as she is. Throughout the NBA
2015 NBA Finals, Ayesha and Finals, the world not only fell in
Steph's daughter Riley became love with Steph and Riley Curry,
a sensation with her appearance but also with Ayesha.
during her dad's postgame press
In December 2015, just a year
conference. Twitter was buzzing . after her famo u s "Chef Curry
with the Curry family, so like with the Pot" rap video, the
any curious person, I took to the public image of Ayesha became
internet to look up more about more nuanced. In a tweet, she
Ayesha Curry. I discovered her said, "Everyone's into barely
YouTube channel and watched wearing clothes these days huh?

Not my style. I like to keep the
good stuff covered up for the
one who matters," followed by
three laughing/ crying emojis.
The internet blew up over her
comment, and it seemed as if this
solidified Ayesha as role model
material. Many accused her of
shaming women who choose
to not dress like her. But then
a meme came out that said, "Ih
a world full of Kardashians, be
an Ayesha Curry." Contrary to
what many people were saying
on my various social media feeds,
I agreed with Ayesha as well as
the meme. I am a supporter of
Ayesha's beliefs when it comes
to wardrobe choice, and I look
up to her very much because I
think she is something this world

needs.
In today's modern culture,
many women like Ayesha are
not appreciated as much as they
should be. I do not believe she
was trying to bash or slut-shame
anyone; rather, I thought she
made an accurate observation of
the unnecessarily risque clothing choices of today compared
to that of previous years. In a
world of full of women like the
Kardashians, I believe we truly
do n eed more Ayesha Currys,
because she provides a different
perspective on the world. She is a
wonderful role model, especially
for millennials, becaus e sh e
shows us how we can be a faithful
wives, loving mothers, and successful businesswomen without
compromising our morals.
Ayesha Curry is a woman who
carries herself with much dignity
and class but still knows how to
have a good time. She can spice
things up in the kitchen, hang out
withDrakeatin-N-Out, and take
a selfie with First Lady Michelle
Obama. She is "#goals" for me
because she is not afraid to be
herself, show her delicious recipes on her YouTube channel, or
discuss how her Christian faith is
the foundation of everything she
does. Although some do not agree
with Ayesha's tweets, I believe
she is a role model for all women.
Everyone can learn something
from Ayesha Curry, whether
they are a little girl or bQy, young
man or woman, or a grown adu lt.
Ayesha's rise to fame has been
very similar to her husband's,
and just like Steph, she is making
a name for herself that many will
remember for years to come.

Libertarianislll: a viable option for the anti-Trulllp crowd
BY GABBY VANACORE
ASSISTANT OPINION EDITOR
A

s the unconventional 2016
election season gets down to
the wire, many Republicans are
becoming fearful for the fate of
their party. As candidate Donald
Trump continues to surge in
polls and stays consistent i.n his
delegate count, the former TV
star's Republican nomination
seems inevitable. At this point,
for the anti-Trump Republican
crowd, a third-party candidate
would be a very viable option.
This is where Libertarian
Gary Johnson comes in. In any
other ordinary election year,
Johnson and any other thirdparty candidate would not stand
a chance. However, the 2016
race has proven to be anything
but ordinary. Gary Johnson,
former Republican Governor
of New Mexico, is very likely to
win the Libertarian nomination
for 2016. In the 2012 election,
Johnson ran as a Republican
candidate and then eventually as
a Libertarian. As the Libertarian
Party's nominee, he was able to
garner more than one million
votes in the general election,
which constituted as one percent
of the popular vote. This is more
than any Libertarian candidate
has ever received. This year, with
an unusually divided Republican
Party, Johnson still has a chance

in making this election a three·
way race.
In a recent interview, Johnson
said, "Given the fact that Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump, I
think, are two of the most polarizing figures in American politics
today, where is the third choice?
I don't know how you set the
dinner table any more favorably
for a Libertarian candidate."
Recently, a national Monmouth
University poll showed what
a possible election between
Trump, Clinton, and Johnson
would look like. With Clinton
at 42 percent and Trump at 34,
Johnson was projected to have
11 percent of the vote. Needing
at least 15 percent of the vote in
national polling, Johnson has
a shot in possibly participating
in the fall presidential debates,
which will give him a much
needed spotlight.
Libertarianism is a political
philosophy that promotes minimum government and maximum
freedom . With the main focus
on the individual, Libertarians
believe in a system that protects
individual rights and breaks
free from the corrupt political
establishment. The freedom to
choose, liberty, and personal
responsibility are all beliefs that
the party was founded on in 1971
and are what the party continues
to promote today as the third
largest and fastest-growing po-

it comes to election time, nearly
everyone always chooses to vote
Republican or Democrat or not
vote at all, thus just giving the
establishment more power (In
2012, voter turnout was 57.5 percent). Every four years, it is just
another version of cookie-cutter
Republicans and Democrats
who end up being the nominees.
Nothing ever changes and the
establishment continues to stay
in power. One should vote Libertarian to promote conservative
ideas while at the same time
rejecting Trump, a candidate
th:U has been favored for being
anti-establishment but who is
actually far from conservative.

W it h Clinton at 42
percent and Trump
at 34, Johnson was
proj ected to have 11
percent of t he vote.
Needing at least
15 percent of t he ·
vote ... Johnson has
a shot in possibly
participating in the fall
presidential debates.
Also, one should considervoting for Gary Johnson this election in order to make a statement

litical party. As a self-identified
Libertarian, Governor Johnson
is liberal on social issues and fiscally conservative, as are many
Americans. In 2012, Johnson
was iside.com's top match. He
said, "I do believe that the vast
majority of the people iri this
country are libertarian; they just
don't know it yet." Unbeknownst
to many Republicans and Democrats, Libertarianism is a viable
compromise. As two-term governor of New Mexico, Johnson
managed to balance the state
budget and pushed for lowering
taxes and for the legalization of
marijuana.
While most Republicans
would never consider voting
third party because it would inevitably hand the White House
over to the Democrats, this
election is different. The party
is divided and because of Trump,
conservatism is being threatened. Right-wing radio host Erick Erickson wrote, "We intend
to keep our options open as to
other avenues to oppose Donald
Trump. Our multiple decades of
work in the conservative movement for free markets, limited
government, national defense,
religious liberty, life and marriage are about ideas, not necessarily parties." The main reason
that voters never consider voting third-party is that they feel
their vote will be wasted. When

and be the reason that things
change. When a Democrat wins,
the next time around the Republican candidate will be forced to
modify their platform in order
to appeal to the right-wing third
party. It doesn't matter if Johnson wins, because he won't. It
matters because if a significant
amount of conservatives vote
third party, the results will pull
the Republican Party in a better
direction, a direction away from
Trump.
As a young, anti-Trump Republican who values small government, but is also progressive
on social issues, I will seriously
consider voting for Mr. Gary
Johnson this fall. His platform
aligns with my beliefs far more
than any other candidate's, so
therefore I will not be entirely
wasting my vote. While Johnson
does riot officially have the Libertarian nomination, as he faces
his opponents Austin Petersen
and John McAfee, he is likely
to win and will therefore be on
the ballot in all 50 states. As this
2016 election just becomes more
and more dissatisfying, I urge all
conservatives to take a step back
and consider Governor Johnson
as an alternative. This most
likely will mean defeat for Republicans, but it also will mean
defeat for Donald Trump, which
could be a huge step in sustaining
conservatism.
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OPINION
Students should not live in fear of terrorism CNN's bias
for Clinton

BY RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY
STAFF WRITER

ith the rise of terrorist attacks around the world, many
students are reconsidering their
decisions to study abroad. They
are worried about their safety in
foreign countries where there is a
seemingly greater chance of being
exposed to terrorist attacks and
killings. In my opinion, students
should not let the fear of terrorist
attacks stop them from studying
abroad. Crime is a part of life and it
occurs everywhere, not just abroad.
In fact, the United States is one of
the countries with the highest crime
rates. Students only have one semester or a year to enjoy their time
in another country, and they should
not spend that time worrying about
getting attacked. It i:s important
to be cautious, but it is also vital to
understand that studying abroad
is an eye-opening experience that
should not be wasted. Crime rates of
various countries should definitely
play a role in a student's decision of
where to study, but this should not
be a reason to completely reject the
idea of studying abroad.
According to USA Today College, students studying abroad in
Paris discussed this issue that many
studen ts now face studying abroad.
However, they explained that the
police in Paris are very conscious
and prepared for anything to happen. A few hours after the recent
Brussels attack, Kaleb Cornitius,
a senior at Texas A&M University
studying in Paris, was asked how
he felt about his safety. He said, ''I
definitelyfeelsafehere. Themilitary
presence in Paris is constant. You

W

BY JOSIE HOWATT
OPINION EDITOR

California passes law to change smoking habits

ecently, Bernie Sanders has
been dominating Hillary
Clinton on the Democratic campaign trail, winning eight out of
the last nine electoral contests,
including Idaho, Alaska, Utah,
and - most recently - the Wyoming caucus. However, Sanders
supporters have pointed out that
- compared to the other candidates, especially Clinton and
Donald Trump - he is not being
given equal airtime to on news
networks, especially CNN. These
convictions resulted in a protest
dubbed "Occupy CNN." On Sunday, April 3, approximately 1,000
protestors convened outside the
CNN headquarters in Hollywood,
CA holding signs saying everything from "Stop Hiding Bernie"
to "Stop the Bias." But CNN chose
ignore this front-page news, as a
headline on the show Anderson
Cooper360read:"NothingisHappening Outside CNN LA."
Sanders advocates have also
flooded Twitter with the hash tags
"#OccupyCNN" and "#BernieBlackout'' to express their chagrin
over the biased media coverage of
the 2016 Democratic presidential
campaign. For example, a group
called "CA for Bernie" tweeted:
"Remember last August when
CNN aired the 27k LA rally with
@SarahKSilverman intro? Yeah,
we don't either. #OccupyCNN."
Twitter user Monica Muniz directly confronted the network by
writing, "@CNN keep shutting
your eyes and ears to the revolution taking place, you are quickly
becoming obsolete and irrelevant.
#OccupyCNN."
The most upsetting realization
for me in relation to the Occupy
CNN movement was finding out
that Time Warner, the media giant
behind CNN, is eighth on the list
of Hillary Clinton's top donors .
This, to me, is political corruption
at its worst and has even caused
CNN to be dubbed the "Clinton
News Network" by Sanders supporters. As opposed to Clinton's
campaign, one of Bernie Sanders'
strong points is that he has not
taken donations from large corporations or Super PACs; rather,
he has received small contributions from millions of average
American citizens throughout the
country. In fact, 66 percent of his
donations consist of contributions
of 200 dollars or less.
While it is understandable that
CNN would focus heavily on a
candidate like Donald Trump due
to his over-the-top comments and
antics, the fact that a relatively
liberal news outlet has chosen to
push the current frontrunner in
the Democratic Party to the backburner is deplorable. As one of
the foremost U.S. news networks
covering the upcoming election,
CNN should be ashamed that they
have let monetary motivations
corrupt their ability to produce
relatively accurate and unbiased
reporting. The foreseeable future
of journalistic integrity depends
on CNN realizing the error of
their ways and proceeding to give
Bernie Sanders the media coverage he deserves.

BY BRANDEN QUEZADA
STAFF WRITER

alifornia lawmakers have now
made a law to help aid in the
reduction of the production and
sale of tobacco products. The legal
age limit to purchase cigarettes
will be raised from age 18 to age
21. This is a step in the right direction for the progressive state of
California; by cracking down on
the big tobacco companies, many
lives will be saved.
On average, smokers die 13 to
14 years earlier than nonsmokers.
The new law will also protect and
affect those exposed to secondhand smoke. An estimated 88 million of nonsmoking Americans,
including 54 percent of children
ages 3-11, are exposed to secondhand smoke. This law will reduce
the number of new smokers and
hopefully reduce the amount of
people that are exposed to cancerous chemicals on a daily basis.
This new law1s sending a strong
message to the growing youth of
this state. Each day, more than
3,200 people under the age of 18
smoke their first cigarette, and
approximately 2,100 young adults
become daily smokers. Hopefully
upping the legal age of purchasing cigarettes can change those
numbers. Through the passage
of this law, California lawmakers are also demonstrating their
care and concern for the future
of this millennial generation. Instead of giving them the option to

C

R

THE RECENT TERRORIST ATTACKS in Paris, France are not stopping college students from studying abroad there. (Courtesy of Go Abroad)

see the police and soldiers everywhere. I was scared at first, but then
I realized that the French military
has been prepared for these sorts
of events for months now." On the
other hand, it is also important to
not completely rely on the police
and to be self-conscious about
one's surroundings. For example,
Nicolette Moody from Chapman
University said, ''I've been extra cautious the whole time I've been here.
I'll change trains if I see something
suspicious."
Ryan J. Connolly, a second-year
student at Saint Mary's College
of California, is planning to study
abroad in fall 2016. When asked
about his worries in regards to
safety, he replied, ''I am not worried
about studying abroad. While it is
understandable that people have

waste their money and youth on
tobacco products, this younger
generation's time and energy can
be invested more into themselves.
In terms of maturity, I think
this law is clearly acknowledging the difference in the level
of awareness an individual has
at the age of 21 compared to 18.
Although the law considers us to
be adults at 18, we have had very
little exposure to the world as
compared to someone at the age
of 21. For instance, much of the
knowledge an 18 year old possesses is a combination of their

increased concerns for students
studying abroad with the prevalence
ofattacks like Brussels, there is a lot
more love and beauty in this world
than hatred, and a way to experience
that firsthand is studying abroad.
These acts should not prevent anyone from pursuing their dreams."
In addition, most students studying abroad remain safe in their
countries despite the terrorist attacks. According to The Huffington
Post, universities in the United
States with study abroad programs
reached out to their students who
were studying abroad after the Brussels attack. University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaignhadfifty-seven
students in Belgium. Fifty-five of
them are safe, and the University
was still trying to contact the remaining two students as of March

education up until high school
and their living experience in
regards to their community. Waiting until age 21 to give them the
opportunity to decide whether or
not tobacco products are for them
will at least give them more time
to inform themselves about the
health risks they are taking.
Furthermore, the new law
equates the legal smoking age to
the legal drinking age. Alcohol and
tobacco products both possess serious health risks and therefore
should not be consumed at such
an early age, especially when the

22, 2016.Additionally, University of
Missouri claimed that their sixteen
journalism students studying in
Belgium were safe.
As some of the students above
have expressed, safety is important,
but it should not keep us from enjoying our lives. No matter which part
of the world we choose to live in,
violence and the threat ofterrorism
is always going to be a factor. Some
places in this world are safer than
others, so if they are really worried
about safety, students should choose
to study abroad in those countries.
If a student chooses a country that
is notorious for terrorist attacks,
the student should still be allowed
to go, but he or she should be aware
and self-conscious of the dangers as
well as the benefits of going to that
country.

brain is still developing. Both
alcohol and tobacco have the
possibility of leading users into
addiction. So, hopefully with this
law passing, the youth of California will become better informed
of the dangers that surround such
products.
Personally, I'm glad that lawmakers even thought about this
issue in the first place. Although
_not all 18-year-olds have intentions to use tobacco products,
keeping harmful things out of
their reach is a smart way to begin
their entry into adulthood.

THE SMOKING AGE IN CALIFORNIA will be changed from 18 years to 21 years in order to save lives. (Courtesy of Quit Smoking Tips and Tricks)
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In pursuit
of the millennial
vote
BY BRANDEN QUEZADA
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Outside Lands releases unimpressive festival line up
BY JACOB TURN ROSE

Last Tuesday, Outside Lands,

I made their highly anticipated

lineup announcement for the
2016 festival. Outside Lands
is an annual festival that takes
place in Golden Gate Park on
August 5-7. This year's festival
will cost attendees $355 for a
three day pass and $145 for a
single day ticket. Notable acts
of previous years include: Kanye
West, Kendrick Lamar, Tame
Impala, and Vampire Weekend.
In addition, Outside Lands,
like many festivals, is made for
up and coming mid-to-low tier
artists to gain exposure and help
develop a fan base. This is where
that this year's Outside Lands
fails to be a worthwhile festival,
especially considering the price.
Outside Lands 2016 has the
headliners on lock; it has the
notable artists. Radiohead and
the newly reincarnated LCD
Soundsystem are worth seeing,
although you could make the
case that Lionel Richie is a little
underwhelming or undesired.
Nonetheless, I have no qualms
with the headliners. Even the
second sequence of artists:
Miguel, Beach House, J Cole,
Sufjan Stevens, and Grimes are
fine. They're all coming off acclaimed releases and certainly
deserve appearances. However,
looking deeper into the line up
and acknowledging the saturation of EDM artists, this year's
line up becomes very underwhelming.
Right off the bat, who cares
about Third Eye Blind? Why

With the upcoming election, the
fate of the country can ultimately
go one way or another. For the first
timeinAmerica, the majority of the
millennial generation is of adult
agewith the legal ability to do more
than speak their voice; they can
vote. What more powerful way for a
generation to make a lasting impact
for the future of their country than
to show up to the voting polls?
We are living in a new age, and
it would only be proper if this age
reflected our beliefs and efforts. In
other words, the millennial generation must vote to help shape the
future of our country. There's no
denying how different in mentality
we are as opposed the later and older
generations present in this country.
There is a clear divide in attitude
and perspective about where this
country should be going, shouldn't
we be the ones dictating the future
of our own country?
There's no question that us millennials can make an impact in
this year's election. The millennial generation is the largest in the
United States. American citizens
ages 18 to 34 outnumber the Baby
Boomer generation 75.3 million in
comparison to 74.9 million. Imagine
the effect that turnout would have
at the voting polls. Not only is our
generation large in size, but we are
also diverse. With the increasing
diversity in this country, 43 percent
of millennials identify as non-white.
You can imagine how large of
an actual number that is across
the entire country with California
being 62 percent non-white. Let's BY NIKKI MUNSAYAC
also not forget how knowledgeable CO" r 3~.r" G \ K' ~K
and advanced we are. We are the
I will be honest. I wear makefirst and only generation to grow
up with such familiarity and access up almost every day of the week,
to world-changing technology. Our but that is because I like how I
exposure to the internet and social look with makeup on. How much
media has allowed us greater access makeup I put on my face usually
and the ability to acquire numerous depends on if I am working and
discoveries. Potential presidential need to look more presentable
candidates are constantly making or just attending class that day.
attempts to reach our generation However, I am also perfectly
content with leaving the house
through such mediums.
Ten years ago, who would have with just my brows filled in and
imagined presidential candidates eyeliner or mascara or with a
making official statements through bare face (a.k.a. no makeup on).
Twitter. It's obvious when candi- ·For some of us, that is not always
dates make failed attempts, and the the case.
It took me a long time and a lot
millennial generation is usually the
first to point it out. We also shouldn't of money to become confident
forget that we are becoming adults, and comfortable in my bare skin.
active members within this Ameri- People are on their own journeys
can society. Many of us are aware of to self-acceptance and selfthe current state of the American confidence and there is no need
economy, while at the same time we to shame anyone for trying to
are attempting to take advantage of accept themselves for who they
our education so the faulty economy are even ifthat means enhancing
can affect us the least. For those ofus and adjusting a few features on
receiving a college education, many our faces. People often use this
ofus will be affected by student loan comparison, and I think this is
debt. Therefore, after graduation the perfect way to prove that
when going into the workforce, makeup is an art.
Imagine a plain untouched
shouldn't we feel that our needs are
canvas. There's nothing wrong
being met?
Lastly, let's not forget how lucky with it and it can be left as is.
we are as American citizens to vote However, if an artist wanted to
for our next president. The right enhance its features, they can
to vote is something we should all by using their fingers, brushes,
be proud of and grateful to have. sponges, drawing lines, adding
Not every country in the world has color, and blending the colors
had this privilege entrusted to its so that the surface or outcome
turns out smoother and more
citizens.

is post-grunge being catered
to at a music festival in 2016?
Today, I'd be surprised to hear
some post-grunge playing in a
7-Eleven, much less a festival.
Next are the two Arctic Monkeys cover bands (half kidding):
Ra Ra Riot and The Wombats.
These two bands are certainly
past their prime, their reign
of influence, and their popular
appeal for that matter. I don't
know a single person who still
gets excited over a new Wombats release. There is a plethora
of really striking, quality indie
rock bands out right now. Why
did Outside Lands decide to
choose these two washed out
bands as representatives of the
indie genre? Fortunately, Outside Lands offers some respite
with the inclusion of "DIIV,"
smushed in between the two
cover bands. Finally, while EDM
acts like Zedd and.Major Lazer
definitely have popular appeal,
they sure make for some really
predictable sets.
In an apparent attempt to justify Outside Lands' line up and
price tag, SFGate published an
article entitled, "Is an Outside
Lands 2016 weekend pass really
worth it?" In this article, SFGate
proceeded to list out each artist
side by side with their average
ticket price for an individual
show. In total, the publication
said that to see each artist individually would cost "$1200.89."
This is a horrible way to judge
a music festival. Literally every
notable music festival's pass is
going to be cheaper than seeing
each artist individually. The
whole point of music festivals

OUTSIDE LANDS' unfortunate, underwhelming line up for 2016. (Courtesy of Consequence of Sound)

is to present a cost-efficient
alternative to attending dozens
of concerts. However, if people
are comparing Outside Lands,
lets compare it to something
meaningful. Three weeks after
Outside Lands, FYF Fest takes
place in Los Angeles. At FYF,
the familiar LCD Soundsystem
and Grimes and Beach House
will be playing. In addition, is
Kendrick Lamar and Tame Impala and Father John Misty and
Explosions in the Sky and Rae
Sremmurd and Young Thug also
performing. Here, FYF Fest easily beats Outside Lands in terms
of notable artists. FYF goes even
deeper, presenting a array of
interesting artists such as the
dream pop band Wild Nothing,
garage rock bands Black Lips

and Ty Segall, art rock band Viet
Cong, and experimental electronic artist Floating Points.
Instead of booking overplayed
EDM artists, washed out indie
rock bands, or Third Eye Blind,
FYF Fest actually put out an interesting line up, presenting big
names and smaller artists alike.
While Outside Lands costs
$355, a two day pass at FYF is
a cool $199. Even paying for gas
money to LA and a hotel stay,
hitting up FYF will be cheaper
than sitting through a dozen
mediocre artists while waiting anxiously for Radiohead at
Outside Lands. Even though
I'm betraying my Bay Area allegiance, I recommend heading
down south for your summer
festival this year.

Girls speak out for the artistry of makeup application

YOUTUBE BEAUTY VLOGS take a stand against makeup shaming by sharing "behind .the scenes" photos. (Courtesy of The Celebrity Auction)

precise. These same techniques
is the exact same process as
someone applying makeup on
their face. The beautiful untouched canvas is the individual's face and the artist is that
person.
Those of us who want to wear
it, let us be. Trust us that we
know what we're doing. Some
of us (like myself) have been
watching makeup tutorials on
YouTube since high school. It
is a journey to find out which
products work well for our skin
so if we want to spend money
on makeup and set aside time

in the morning fixing ourselves
up, the least you can do is compliment us on how 'on fleek' our
eyebrows and eyeliner looks.
Contrary to Beyonce's song, we
actually did not wake up like
this. Someone's face could easily have about $100 worth of
makeup on, so at least tell me
how nice my face looks rather
than shaming me for my artistic
abilities.
Believe me when I say that
makeup is an art. It is not easy to
wing out eyeliner and have a decent looking cat eye. It took me
years to perfect that simple task.

First you have to find out which
eyeliner works best for you:
pencil, pen, gel, or liquid. Then
you have to perfectly wing it out,
either a little wing or a big wing
and make sure to make it thick or
thin depending on the look that
you are aiming for. Even though
makeup is expensive and as important as society makes it out to
be, skincare products are just as
pricey and significant (which is a
whole other tangent I can go on).
At the end of the day, you
should always compliment
someone on their face whether
or not makeup has been applied.
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There's. no place like home for Johnny York th~1swee k
BY ALEX CROOK

'r'' )P.)RTS EDITOR.
A 2014 poll from Niche stated
that 11 percent of high school
graduates will travel at least 500
miles for their college careers.
For Gaels starting lefthander Johnny York though, that
couldn't be farther from the
truth.
York is a product of nearby
Acalanes High School, just 10
minutes down the hill into the
quiet suburban town of Lafayette. His roots are in Walnut
Creek, home to some of the best
shopping Saint Mary's students
tend to find. After high school,
York went to play junior college
ball at Diablo Valley College,
keeping his baseball legacy local.
But now here he is, and he's found
his calling back here in the rolling
hills of Lamorinda.
·York has had positive experiences during his two years here
in Moraga. "Coach V is a really
hardworking coach and it rubs
off on -all his players through all
the structure he has with the
program," York said. "It was new
coming to a program that was so
well defined; we had something
planned every part of the day of
what we should be doing.
"I knew the school was really
good. I played on the old field
before, so I was familiar with the
campus and how pretty it was.
Coach V's interest in recruiting
me definitely was probably the

main drive to come here."
If prompted, student-athletes
will tell you about the intense
rigors of daily practice, but for
York, even Valenzuela's demanding practice sessions were nothing new.
"My coaches at Acalanes were
young and right out of college,
so they already had somewhat of
a college structure to their practices. But every level you move
up, the more intense it gets, the
more intense the training and
games are."
Also not new was the experience of being part of the starting
rotation straight out of DVC.
"I've always been a starting
pitcher, so it wasn't s<;> new to me.
I guess the level of competition
was a little new. Division One
has a lot more depth than junior
college ball has, but I had all fall
and winter to make adjustments
and prepare for the season."
York is a hardworking studentathlete with defined goals and
standards that began even before he set foot on Louis Guisto
Field. His first and foremost
goal was to work his way into
Valenzuela's starting rotation; a
tall task, considering Valenzuela
was a pitching coach at San Diego
State before making the move up
north.
But York now graces the mound
for the Gaels on weekends as a
member of a fearsome starting
pitching corps that has launched
this team into the top 40 of

Thurs. vs. BYU, 3:00 p.m.
Fri. vs. BYU, 3:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. BYU, 1:00 p.m.

JOHNNY YORK has remained in the Easy Bay and found his niche. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

dlbasebalLcom's RPI rankings.
Now, it's onto the next goal of
"maintaining a sub-three ERA."
Coaches are often mentors for
their players, and aside from York
and Valenzuela sharing the same
specialty as pitchers, Valenzuela
has influenced his young appren- .
tice greatly.
"He's definitely made me work
harder on the field, off the field.
He showed me how much work
you need to put in to be successful at this level...From a couple ·
people I talked to, everybody had
positive things to say about him,"
Valenzuela said.
York is a great pitcher, though
it's not typical to recruit someone

who's thrown a perfect game at
the prep level like he did, fanning
15 batters in the semifinals of the
NCS Division 3 playoffs against
Sonoma Valley High School.
"It was my last high school
game ... lt was just cool leaving
high school knowing I made another accomplishment."
York is far from done with his
baseball career. Although he'll be
sticking around to graduate next
May, the junior communication
major has his sights set on the
Major Leagues. And after that?
"I have no idea," York said
without hesitation. "Whatever
the communication field wants
to throw at me."

Offseason acquisitions put new-look Giants into contention

Second-place Saint Mary's takes
on first-place BYU in a three- game set. The Cougars won two
out of three games against the
Gaels last season.
SOFTBALL

Tues. vs. Cal, 4:00 p.m.
Fri. vs. Pacific, 12:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Pacific, 2:00 p.m.
Sun. vs. Pacific, 12:00 p.m.

After a series win over San
Diego, Saint Mary's has a
midweek contest against Cal
before taking on Pacific.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

BY DEAN BOERNER
t· ' .,-

~

The Giants aren't contenders
this season becaU.se it's an even
year. The Giants are contenders
this season simply because they
should be very, very good. San
Francisco disappointed last season, posting a pedestrian 84-78
record and finishing second in the
NL West. Fortunately for Giants
fans, General Manager Bobby
Evans directly addressed their
biggest weakness in the offseason
by signing a pair of quality starting pitchers in Johnny Cueto and
Jeff Samardjiza. The Giants also
bolstered their lineup with the
under-the-radar signing of centerfielder Denard Span, a prototypical
leadoff hitter.
With the acquisitions of Cueto
and Samardjiza, the Giants will
presumably run out a very capable
starting pitcher each day. Cueto
and Samardjiza both had down seasons last year, but they should both
throw around 200 innings each this
season while keeping their ERA's
under four. Bumgarner continues
to be one of the true aces in baseball, and he, Cueto, and Samardjiza
should be a formidable group of
starters. Rounding out the rotation
are two question marks: Matt Cain
and Jake Peavy. Cain, who's battled
elbow issues, and Peavy, who's just
old, will be significant factors in determining whether the Giants have
a starting staff effective enough to
reach the postseason.
The Giants bullpen includes a
slew of familiar faces. Flamethrower Hunter Strickland and veteran

Sat. vs. Portland, 11:00 a.m.
Sun. vs. Gonzaga, 11:00 a.m .

. The Gaels host two WCC
opponents this weekend in
Portland and Gonzaga.

JOHNNY CUETO signed a six year, $130 million contract with the San Francisco Giants last December. (Courtesy of SF Gate)

Santiago Casilla will both see time
in the closer role for manager
Bruce Bochy. Sergio Romo, Javier
Lopez, and George Kontos are also
returnees in a relief core that's been
unusually constant for an MLB
team. Chris Heston, who gave the
Giants 177 innings pitched last
season, will serve as San Francisco's
primary long reliever. Heston will
also probably see some time as a
starter when either Peavy or Cain
inevitably miss starts from fatigue
or injury.
For the first time since perhaps
the Bonds era, the Giants' strength
may lie in their bats. Posey and
Pence are firmly entrenched in the
middle of the lineup. The Giants
also sport an impressive trio of
young infielders in Brandon Crawford, Joe Panik, and Rookie-of-theYear runner-up Matt Duffy. Duffy

will be hard-pressed to replicate
his surprising productivity from
last season, but he should still be a
solid third baseman. An overlooked
key for the Giants this season will
be Span. Signed to a three-year deal
coming off an injury-shortened
season with the Nationals, Span
has to get on-base for Panik, Duffy,
and Posey in the 2-3-4 lineup
spots. Beyond Span, the Giants
really don't have any obvious options for that role other than the
34-year-old Angel Pagan. He'll
need to be healthy and consistent
in order to ignite a lineup with tons
of potential.
Defensively, the Giants have
above-average players across the
board, especially in the infield.
Crawford and Panik comprise a
great middle infield duo, while
Duffy and Brandon Belt are both

superb defenders at the corner
positions. The Giants also have
good outfielders with Pagan in left,
Span in center, and Pence in right.
Pagan, who's moved from centerfield to leftfield to make room for
Span, may be the only player who
struggles defensively due to his age
and new position.
Since the 2010 "torture" Giants, the club has evolved from
a pitching-focused team to an
offensively-oriented one. From
top-to-bottom, the Giants lineup
is designed to manufacture runs.
They won't break any runs records,
butthey shouldn't have to. IfCueto
and Samardjiza both win 12 to 16
games and Peavy and Cain provide
any sort of consistent production,
the Giants look poised for a return
to the postseason and, yes, possibly .
some even-year magic.

Fri. vs. Gonzaga, 2:00 p.m.
Sat. vs. Portland, 2:00 p.m.
ROWING

Sat. @ Redwood Shores, Calif.,
S:OOa.m.
MEN'S GOLF

Mon-Tue@ Jim West
Intercollegiate
TRACK

Thurs. @ Cal St. LA Twilight
Open,@ Mt. SAC Relays,@
Beach Inv., @ Bryan Clay Inv.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Fri. @ Colorado, 3:00 p.m.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL

Sat. @ Cal, 10:00 a.m.
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GO GAELS!

SPORTS
Gaels stand tall in Reno, pick up another wee series win at Pacific
BY TYLER BINDI
STAFF WRITER

The Saint Mary's baseball
team made their way up to Reno
on Tuesday to take on the Nevada Wolf Pack in a non-conference matchup. The Gaels had
previously beaten the Wolf Pack
6-1 earlier in the year on their
home turf in Moraga. Thanks to
a strong offensive showing, they
were able to complete the season
sweep of Nevada with an 8-5
road victory. The Gaels would
move to 16-10 with the victory,
while the Wolf Pack would fall
to 13-13.
Saint Mary's came out firing
offensively as Zach Kirtley led

Saint Mary's

Nevada

•

off the game with a double that
bounced up against the leftcenter field wall. Nate Nolan
then drove in Kirtley by crushing
a triple off the center field wall,
and Anthony Villa would drive
in Nolan with a sacrifice fly to
center.
Unfortunately for Saint
Mary's, Nevada's offense was
also ready to go early. The Wolf
Pack would score three runs of

their own in the first on account
of their first five batters getting
hits, and an eventual two-out
bases loaded walk to Cooper
Krug that gave them a 3-2 lead.
That lead would not last
for long as Anthony Gonsolin
launched his third home run of
the year over the left field wall
for a solo shot that would even
the score in the third.
The Gaels would then explode
for five runs in the fourth inning
thanks to two hits and six free
passes.issued by Nevada pitchers. Gonsolin would come in to
pitch in the 8th and earn his
fourth save of the year, as the
Gaels would go on to win 8-5.
The Gaels traveled to Stockton, Calif. on Friday for a three
game series against their West
Coast Conference opponent, the
Pacific Tigers.
The Saint Mary's offense got
started early Friday night and
never stopped.
The Gaels scored multiple
runs in four different innings,
and compiled 21 total hits in

Saint Mary's

Pacific
their 14-2 rout of the Tigers. The
offense was highlighted by Jack-

ANTH ONY GONSOLIN scored two runs and recorded his fourth save of the year in the Gaels' 8-5 win over Nevada. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

son Thoreson, who went three
for six with a booming home run
to right field, and Zach Kirtley,
who went three for five with a
pair of doubles while extending
his hit streak to eight games.
Saint Mary's ace Corbin
Burnes was able to shut down the
Tigers arid improve his record on
the season to 5-0. Burnes struck
out nine and walked none while
scattering four hits and limiting
Pacific to just one run in his six

innings of work.
Due to inclement weather
wiping out game two, the Gaels
and Tigers would settle the
series Sunday afternoon and
evening in a doubleheader, with
a split of the two games. Saint
Mary's won the first, 9-4, and
lost the second, 6-2.
The Gaels, wl}o c4eck in at No.
37 in Dlbaseball.com's latest RPI
rankings, are tied with Gonzaga
for second in the wee beh ind

nationally ranked BYU, who just
happens to be Saint Mary's next
opponent.
Kirtley and BYU's Colin Shaver are the conference's two best
hitters with Shaver hitting a
conference-high .450 and Kirtley right behind him at .407.
BYU also sits in the same RPI
rankings at 34.
The three-game set with the
Cougars begins Thursday at 3:00
p.m. from Louis Guisto Field.

Softball sweeps San Diego in first wee series

HAILEY SPARACINO recorded four rbi's on a big opening WCC weekend for the Gaels. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY DANIEL CONMY
EDITOR IN-CHIEF

Student Special

15°/o OFF
all units 9 x 10 or less
Dl$count on 111 mo. rent
Preunt ad for dl$count
~lrn 5/15/.16

455 Moraga Rd. Ste. F

(925) 643-2040
Moraga, CA 94556

Softball received strong performances from their pitchers
to complete a sweep in the first
West Coast Conference series of
the year. Katie Moss and Lujane
Mussadi only gave up three runs
in three games for the Gaels.
Saint Mary's started the weekend off right by putting up two
runs in the first inning. Hailey
Sparacino came up with a tworun single in the first inning.
That was all Katie Moss needed
for the victory. Moss conceded
only three hits on the afternoon
and one unearned run. Lollie
Fitzpatrick and Andrea Hazel
both tacked on two more-runs
in the third and seventh inning.
The day was not over as the
Gaels continued their dominant
start to West Coast Conference
play.
Fifth year senior, Katelyn
Mamizuka, led Saint Mary's to

a shutout victory in the second game of the doubleheader.
Mamizuka put the Gaels on the
board with a double in the third
inning, which scored Monika
Reichhardt. Mamizuka tacked
on a solo shot to extend the
lead for Saint Mary's in the
seventh inning. The Gaels won
the game 4-0, which included
another dominant pitching
performance from the starting
staff. Katie Moss pitched five
shutout innings, while only giving up four baserunners. Lujane
Mussadi tacked .on two innings
of shutout softball to complete
the victory. Andrea Hazel in the
doubleheader was able to get
five hits through the first two
games of the series, but she did
not end her amazing weekend
there.
Hazel tacked on a perfect day,
going two for two from the plate
Sunday afternoon to complete
the sweep of the Toreros to
open up play in the wee. All the

runs were scored in an eventful
sixth inning. Hailey Sparacino
hit a key two-run single in the
sixth innings to score Mamizuka
and Hazel. Then, pinch hitter
Gianna Bilotta came up with
another huge single to score
Fitzpatrick and take the lead,
3-0. San Diego would respond
with two runs, but Lujane Mussadi shut the door in the seventh
inning to record the save.
Katie Moss picked up three
wins on the weekend, while
Andrea Hazel led the Gaels with
seven hits in three games. Saint
Mary's will not return home
for a weekday match up against
C.alifornia Tuesday afternoon.
Saint Mary's dropped their previous game against the Golden
Bears, 7-1. Then, the Gaels welcome in the Pacific Tigers for
another West Coast Conference
affair. Saint Mary's hopes to
compete with the heavyweights
of the wee in the remaining
games.

